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arack Obama burst 
onto the national 
scene in the United 
States in 2004 with a 
rousing speech at the 
Democratic National 

Convention. It marked him as a 
gifted orator and future political 
star.

He has lived up to both billings. 
Four years after that speech he 
returned to the convention to 
accept his party’s nomination for 
president, talking a path that 
included his “A More Perfect 
Union” speech regarding race. A 
few months later he was elected 
president of the United States.

Four months into his presi-
dency, Obama travelled to Cairo 
and delivered “A New Begin-
ning”, an attempt to restore the 
United States’ reputation in the 
Muslim world, a standing that 
had suffered since the attacks of 
9/11. 

Arguably, race relations in the 
United States are no better than 
when Obama was elected — he is 
not to blame for that; it is a 
bubbling up of latent racism — 
and America is viewed no more 
favourably in the Muslim world 
than it was prior to 2009.

Obama also expressed a desire 
for a nuclear weapons-free world 
with a talk in the Czech Republic. 
That position was cited by the 
Norwegian Nobel Committee as 
the reason for awarding Obama 
the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize. 

His acceptance lecture was 
termed a “blockbuster” and a 
speech that “will live on for a long 
time as a text for peacemakers in 
power”.

Alas, like so many of 
Obama’s pronounce-
ments, this one is far from 
approaching reality. 
Former Nobel Peace Prize 
committee chairman Geir 
Lundestad, six years after 
the fact, said he regretted 
the honour for Obama 
because it “didn’t achieve 

what it had hoped for”.
The trait of “great words, little 

deeds” has followed Obama into 
2015.

Obama is not responsible for 

the tragedy that Syria has become 
but his refusal to stand by his own 
words allowed the conflict to 
fester. We can’t know what would 
have happened had he acted 
when Syrian President Bashar 
Assad crossed Obama’s “red 
lines” regarding chemical 
weapons in Syria. However, we do 
know what has happened since 
there was no action: about 
250,000 deaths, millions dis-
placed and a refugee crisis of a 
magnitude not seen in 70 years.

Inaction is tacit permission. 
Since the international commu-
nity didn’t respond to the 
humanitarian crisis spawned by 
Syrian chemical attacks and other 
brutalisations, the situation 
spiralled into ever lower levels of 
hell. It is very possible that early 
action by Obama and other world 
leaders would have forestalled 
the refugee crisis they are now 
scrambling to address. 

If Assad’s forces had been 
stopped shortly after the first 
chemical weapons attack in 

March 2013, the situation in Syria 
may have developed in a very 
different way.

Obama is likely — and rightly — 
looking at Iraq and Libya as 
examples for what happens when 
a longtime ruthless dictator is 
removed without a viable 
replacement at hand.

Those are scary outcomes, to be 
sure, but is it then morally right 
to leave in place, to use Obama’s 
words before the UN General 
Assembly, “tyrants like Bashar 
al-Assad who drops barrel bombs 
to massacre innocent civilians…”?

Are these just words floating in 
a vacuum of leadership? Is it 
creating a space apparently filled 
by a militant Russia — using 
actions rather than words — bent 
on propping up Assad?

No one wants Syria to devolve 
into what Iraq and Libya are 
suffering through but Syria is 
nonetheless mightily suffering. 
No one wants a huge military 
enterprise that would, to para-
phrase a US officer from another 

era, destroy the country to save 
the country.

There are small steps that can 
be implemented — perhaps a 
no-fly zone to limit Assad’s 
barrel-bomb campaign, for 
example. The United States is 
already flying combat missions 
over Syria to battle the Islamic 
State (ISIS); the assets are in 
place.

But we are left with inaction. 
Politically expedient; morally 
questionable.

President Obama talks but it is 
not presidential talk. Presidential 
speech is backed with conviction 
and action. People — friends and 
foes — have to believe a leader 
means what he says and is 
prepared to act on it. 

Obama, gifted orator and 
politician, has little more than a 
year left to add the more impor-
tant title of leader to his résumé.

John Hendel is the Senior Editor 
for The Arab Weekly. He lives in 
the United States.
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yrian toddler Aylan 
Kurdi’s dead body, 
swept ashore by the 
waves, along with his 
brother and mother, 
aroused public outrage 

in Europe. It coincided with 
scenes of Syrian refugees 
stranded at sea and on land or 
stuck in Hungary with authorities 
there trying to prevent them from 
crossing to Western countries 
where they hoped to find a safe 
place to live.

What we have here is not a 
problem of refugees who have left 
their country on their own choice 
simply to look for a better life 
somewhere else.

 This is a real human tragedy in 
the full sense of the term: the 
victims of a horrendous war who 
have been deprived of safety, 
homes and means of making a 
living.

The European official and 
public sympathy over the plight of 

the refugees does a lot of 
good for their cause but 
this sympathy has be 
elevated and matched by 
action. The problem of 
the Syrians is not 
confined to those who 
are seeking asylum in 
Europe. There are 
millions more who 
sought refuge in the 
neighbouring countries 

such as Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, 
Iraq and Egypt, with millions 
more who are internal refugees in 

their own country.
More efforts should be made to 

make it clear to the world that 
these people are victims of a 
regime that has aimed to suppress 
the aspirations of Syrian citizens 
to freedom and to a dignified life 
by using all the lethal weapons in 
its arsenal: warplanes, tanks, 
artillery and conventional and 
barrel bombs. More than 240,000 
Syrians have been killed in the 
conflict, vast neighbourhoods 
destroyed and thousands of 
people opposed to the Assad 
regime detained.

The underlying reality, one 
impossible to ignore, is that the 
Syrian regime is responsible for 
the tragedies in the country, 
including the refugee problem 
and the depopulation of villages 
and towns it considers hotbeds 
for breeding opposition.

 The Assad regime, in coopera-
tion with Iran, is intent on 
effecting changes in the demo-
graphic map of Syria.

The attempt to find a solution 
to the Syrian refugee problem 
should first and foremost treat the 
root cause — the Assad regime’s 

mass killing of civilians and the 
bombing of populated areas with 
the use of barrel and vacuum 
bombs. 

There is an urgent need for the 
expulsion of foreign armed 
groups, including pro-Iran 
militias, as a step to allow Syrian 
refugees to go back to their 
homes. Obviously, this cannot be 
done with Bashar Assad, who 
treats Syria as if it were his private 
property, still in power.

The international community 
should put an end to a regime that 
is killing its people and destroying 
their property in an effort to 
continue ruling a country the 
Assad family have been governing 
since 1970.

One is perplexed at this reluc-
tance on the part of world powers 
to stop the Syrian tragedy. Is it 
because Syria has borders with 
Israel? Is it because Syria is not an 
oil-producing country? Or is it 
because it occupies a geostrategic 
position that has Russia vying 
with the United States and other 
powers for spheres of influence?

It seems that in the answers to 
these questions lies the fate of the 
Syrian people and with them the 
possible end to their unbearable 
sufferings.

Majed Kayali is a Palestinian 
writer. His commentary was 
translated and adapted from the 
Arabic. It was initially published 
by the London-based Al Arab 
newspaper.
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We are left with 
inaction. Politically 
expedient; morally 
questionable.

The international 
community should 
put an end to a 
regime that is killing 
its people.

Great words, little deeds

The Syrian regime is responsible for the refugee tragedy

A year to go. US President Barack Obama at the United Nations in New York, on September 28, 2015.

Endless flow. Syrian refugees ride in army vehicles after crossing 
into Jordanian territory with their families, on September 10th.


